SCULPTURE

/shape

/Structure
how the object holds itself together

Ways of Making a Sculpture

Surface - texture - what you see

color

Putting together

Ann Greene Kelly
Shapes of Waste

- A bare or more area at the bottom
- Corners

Get your objects already

Have looks or structure

Fun! Nothing is wrong, anything you want.
LET'S MAKE A SCULPTURE WITH STUFF AROUND THE HOUSE

YEAH!

Look through recyclables for shapes and colors you like. Today, Ann will use:

- 1 egg carton
- 1 cracker box
- Shopping fliers
TAKE YOUR SCISSORS AND CUT THE EGG CARTON IN HALF

GATHER THESE SUPPLIES:

- 1 EGG CARTON
- 1 CRACKER OR CEREAL BOX
- CARDBOARD
- SHOPPING FLIERS
- COLOR PENCILS
- SCISSORS
- STRING
- GLUE
- TAPE
Open up the cracker box. Use the egg carton to draw some patterns on the back of the box.

Here's a pattern drawn with the egg carton on the backside of the cracker box.
I think I want to put some small pictures inside those holes...

Cut out the pattern
Ann found this character in the shopping fliers. She cut it out and glued the image inside. She also drew in some color with a pencil.

Ann found another image and put it inside. She put the cracker box on top.
I think this will look good together...

I'm using string to hold the two pieces together.
Ann cut a piece of cardboard to make a base. She taped the carton and the string down to make it secure.

Puncture small holes on each side of the base to tie the string.
Hide and secure the ends of the string underneath with tape.

The color pencils look really great on the cardboard.
You can draw on the base or on the sculpture itself.
YOU CAN ADD MORE STRING, IF YOU WANT

IT’S REALLY UP TO YOU

I’M TRYING IT OUT

DONE!
SCULPTURE

/shape
Surface

Structure
how the object holds itself together

Ways of Making a Sculpture

Balance

- As Hole
- A bar on the bottom
- Corners

YOUR OBJECTS ALREADY
HaveLooksorstructure

FUND! NOTHING ISWRONG, your sculpture

Final Sculpture
**ANOTHER VERSION**

- Structure: how the object holds itself together
- Putting together
- Ways of Making a Sculpture
- Balance: Good Holiday
  - A base of box
  - The bottom
- Corners

*Your objects are already ready*

Have looks or structure

*Nothing is wrong, your skills may thy you wait*
SCULPTURE

- Color
- Surface/texture
- Shape
- Structure: how the object holds itself together / putting pieces together

Ways of Making a Sculpture

- Balance
- Asymmetrical
- A base or pedestal at the bottom
- Corners

Your Objects Already

Have Look or Structure

Try! Nothing is wrong, your sculpture will get better if you keep working on it!
SCULPTURE in shape

Structure: how the object holds itself together.

Surface: texture that you see.

Ways of making a sculpture:

Balance/Gravity: holding it up.
  - Above or near area at the bottom
  - Corners

ACT YOUR OBJECTS ALREADY BEEN.

Have color or structure.

Fun! Nothing is wrong, do anything you want.